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What’s on at Cranbrook?
June 2013
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Years 7 to 10,
Semester 1
assessment period

Years 7 to 10,
Semester 1
assessment period

Yrs 7 to 10,
Semester 1
assessment period

Yrs 7 to 10,
Semester 1
assessment period

Yrs 7 to 10,
Semester 1
assessment period

Long weekend
No sport

Long weekend
No sport

AHISA meeting,
All Saints College,
Bathurst

House
photographs:
P, Wd, W

PCP
– 10.00am to
10.45am

Year 11 EES field
trip,
Bantry Bay

House
photographs:
R, St, S

Heads of
Department
meeting,
Mackay Room –
12.40pm

IPSHA Teacher
Librarian meeting

Housemasters
meeting, Mackay
Room
– 12.40pm

NSW All Schools
Basketball
Championships
CRC meeting
– 7.00pm

SRC, Room 1.2
– 12.40pm

ICAS Science
Competition
Boarders Chapel
Service
– 6.30pm

Rugby CAS v CHS,
Hordern Oval
Rugby CAS U16s
North v South,
Hordern Oval

Ben Franks
Memorial Biathlon,
Hordern Oval –
12.00pm
Pitt Dash
– 12.40pm

CAS Rugby Dinner
OCA Committee
meeting,
TBC – 7.00pm

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Queen’s Birthday,
public holiday

Photographs:
Whole School,
Hordern Oval

Whole school
photograph
backup day

Yr 12 Chemistry
excursion

Yr 8 Languages
Day

Boarding Schools
Expo, Griffith

Heads of
Department
meeting,
Mackay Room –
12.40pm

IPSHA Music
Teachers meeting

CIS Cross Country
Championships,
Eastern Creek –
9.00am

Boarding Schools
Expo,
Griffith

Winter sport
Rd 6 v Barker
(home)

Music showcase
set up,
Carter Hall

ISDA debating,
grand final

GPS/CAS
Cross Country
Invitational,
Ewen Park –
9.00am

Founders’ Day
Assembly

SRC, Room 1.2
– 12.40pm

IPSHA Curriculum
Coordinators
meeting

JS IPSHA debating,
Rd 3

Yrs 11 & 12 Drama
excursion,
Belvoir Theatre –
12.45pm
CAS Rugby camp

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Yrs 7 & 9
Immunisations,
dose 2, Carter Hall

ICAS Spelling
Competition

PCP
– 10.00am to
10.45am

Housemasters’
meeting,
Mackay Room –
12.40pm

Last day Term 2

Holidays

Holidays

House Football,
Dangar
– 8.30am to
3.15pm

Wallacea Science
expedition,
Indonesia

Wallacea Science
expedition,
Indonesia

ICAS Writing
Competition
NSW All Schools
Football
Championships
Music Showcase
rehearsals,
Carter Hall – all
day
Yrs 7 to 12 Music
Showcase
evening,
Carter Hall –
6.30pm

NSW All Schools
Football
Championships
CAS v GPS Rugby

Boarders’ Chapel
Service
– 6.30pm

CAS v GPS
Football
Heads of
Department
meeting,
Mackay Room –
12.40pm
SRC, Room 1.2
– 12.40pm
Yrs 11 & 12 Music,
Sydney Symphony
Sinfonia,
City Recital Hall

For a more comprehensive list of events, see the Calendar of Events.

PYP Facilitators
and Committee
meeting
– 3.30pm

CAS v ISA Football
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The fine print
by Tom Gibson and Matthew Theophile

Gambling With Our
Kids’ Future
As anyone who has recently watched a match of any major Australian sporting code will know, the issue of
gambling in sport is more prevalent than ever. The introduction of live odds into television commentary
has generated public outcry. This increasing community pressure has led to the government proposing
restrictions on the broadcasting and promoting of betting. However, given gambling’s addictive and
destructive nature, are these proposals enough?

Gambling is pervasive in Australian society:
–	In 2010 approximately 70% of Australian
adults participated in some form of
gambling
–	115,000 Australians are classified as
‘problem gamblers’ addicted to gambling,
with a further 280,000 people at ‘moderate
risk’
–	Australia has over 20% of the world’s
gaming machines
–	There are close to 200,000 poker machines
in Australia
–	100,308 of these are found in New South
Wales
–	There is now one poker machine for every
110 people in Australia, that is the eighth
highest in the world per capita.
There are many forms of harm that result
from gambling. Total recorded losses through
gambling in Australia reached just over $19
billion in 2008–09 (an average of $1,500
per gambler which represented a share of
household consumption of 3.1 per cent).
Regular gaming machine players (those that
play at least once a week) are estimated to
spend on average about $7,000 to $8,000 per
annum. However, apart from the obvious
financial losses that can be incurred, there

are also many forms of psychological harm
that can result including suicide, depression,
relationship breakdown, lowered work
productivity, job loss, bankruptcy and crime.
Additionally, problem gambling generates
what is known as the ‘ripple effect’, so for
each problem gambler there are several other
people affected, including family members,
friends, employers and colleagues. The ‘social
cost’ of problem gambling in Australia is at
least $4.7 billion a year.

... there are also many
forms of psychological
harm that can result
including suicide,
depression, relationship
breakdown, lowered
work productivity, job
loss, bankruptcy and
crime.

These numbers are expected to rise with
gambling advertising becoming increasingly
prevalent in society, notably during sports
matches. Television networks have started
to push the moral envelope by telecasting
live odds during sports broadcasts, a
decision which has been met with great
public disapproval. The main reason for this
public outrage, apart from the objection to
constant interruptions to sports viewing, is
the normalisation of gambling. Gambling has
been woven into the commentary and live

odds are shown during the game, presenting
the image that gambling is an integral part of
the game and not just a side venture. Many
sports are promoted as family-friendly and are
televised during children’s viewing hours. Thus
kids are exposed to the notion of the betting
contest as a part of the sporting contest. It is
telling that in rugby league, every NRL team
is sponsored by a betting company - except
the Melbourne Storm, who are sponsored by
a casino.
Apart from gambling in televised sports, kids
are also presented with similar activities such
as online gambling games and sports tipping.
These activities are very accessible. Online
gambling can be accessed remotely on mobile
devices, and it is the ease with which people
can access gambling that makes it a bigger
problem than ever.
Persistent community pressure has led the
Government to propose restrictions on the
broadcasting of gambling during sports
matches, specifically live odds. However, they
plan to still allow gambling advertisements to
be televised during the ad breaks, and many
people feel that the proposed restrictions do
not go far enough. Addictive substances such
as tobacco and alcohol have been banned
from sport advertising due to their influence
on children. Given the gambling culture that
already exists in Australia, and the harm
associated with problem gambling, perhaps
we should be doing more to limit our kids’
exposure to this addictive practice.
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From Studies

Term 2 assessments –
Years 7 to 10

Cybersafety
b) Everything in moderation- including
screen time, social media and games. You can
come to an agreed upon, in principle at least,
amount of time that is reasonable to engage in
the online world.

Most of the Years 7 to 10 assessment
period concludes this week.
Absence from assessment tasks:
Departments arrange catch up testing
for boys absent – a reminder that boys
must bring a diary note from his parent
or guardian if in Years 7 – 8 explaining
his legitimate absence (illness or
misadventure); a doctor’s certificate is
required for Years 9 and 10 students.
Rules governing lateness and absence
due to illness are in the relevant year
Curriculum Outlines, provided in hard
copy earlier in the year, on the portal,
and referred to in the student diary.

c) Talk to your kids – about
a.	The difference between face to face
and text contact
b. Piracy
c. Porn v Sex
d. Gaming
d) Make sure your son’s online identity is safe
from strangers. Don’t reveal phone numbers,
suburbs, even school or surname. Make it so
that only his friends have their details.

Portal/Curriculum - Year group home
page.

Term 2/semester
reports
Reports will be mailed at the beginning
of the holidays.
Years 7 to 10 receive full reports for
the end of semester – attitude and
achievement outcomes, performance
grades and quartiles, teacher academic
and pastoral comment, co-curricular
information.
Years 11 and 12, and Year 10/11
accelerants, receive progress reports attitude and achievement outcomes, and
task ranks for those tasks held this term.

HSC Trial Examination
Timetable
The trials are held in Weeks 1 and 2 of
next term, starting Day 1. The timetable
and rules governing assessments and
examinations are available on the portal.
Boys must familiarise themselves with
the rules governing examinations and
assessment – the rules on the portal and
those in the HSC Assessment Guide.
Any Year 12 student or Year 11 accelerant
who has a problem with the timetable in
terms of clashes, must see Mr Givney as a
matter of urgency.
Provisions for disabilities – boys seeking
these provisions must see Ms Bain as a
matter of urgency.
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The school was lucky enough to have the
police Youth Liaison Officer for Rose Bay,
Yasmin London, come to speak twice last week
about the challenges of the online world. On
Tuesday evening she spoke to a group of about
150 parents and on Wednesday morning she
spoke to all of the boys on assembly.
One of the most telling sections of the talk was
when Constable London showed a real case of
how a young girl’s probable bedroom could be
determined by a stalker from the very anodyne
information the girl had put on Facebook.
Her Facebook public page had her name, her
photo, her school (SCEGGS) and the suburb
she lived in (Drummoyne). One click on white
pages showed there was only one family with
her surname living in Drummoyne and gave
the address. One more click on google maps
showed the location of the house. Street view
on google maps showed the exact house and
most of the windows (and the tree you needed
to scale to get up to one of the windows). The
whole process took about fifteen seconds.
However, this was not a talk that merely
focused on the Big Bad Internet. It was
clear (as we all know) that the way we work,
research and communicate has fundamentally
changed. The guidance was on how to
negotiate these rapids and keep our children
safe at the same time. It included much of the
following, although I have added a number of
my own points as well:
a) As far as possible keep computers and
tablets used in public spaces in the house
(more difficult now than even five years ago).
This includes taking the phone from your son
at bedtime to stop the phenomenon of texting
at three-o-clock in the morning.

e) If your son is being bullied online, make
sure that he does not respond (it is so easy
for things to escalate). Do save the evidence
and tell either the police or the school. At
Cranbrook we hold the position that Facebook
is our jurisdiction 24/7. You can also block
the bully on the program and report to the
administrator.
f) Everything your son types on the internet
(secure or not) will probably be accessible
to potential employers in years to come.
Everything that he should be comfortable with
their boss seeing he should be comfortable
with you seeing. This means, in turn, that
you should have his passwords and be his
friend on Facebook. It is important to state
that this does NOT mean that you will be
reading his every conversation or looking
at all of his photos. It simply means that he
wouldn’t be horribly embarrassed if something
he wrote ended up with you. (Much like the
old principle of ‘don’t write something about
another person in an email that would really
compromise you if it fell into the hands of
that other person). As Constable London
said ‘YOU pay for the Internet, YOU dictate
its terms of use’. The following ninety second
video may also help when talking to your son
about his digital reputation:
http://www.cybersmart.gov.au/Teens/
How%20do%20I%20deal%20with/
Digital%20reputation.aspx
We are all dealing with a world that changes
every year or two. However, what has not
changed is that (almost always) middle aged
people are wiser and more responsible than
their teenage children and thus are entitled to
use that generational wisdom in their dealings
with their children. Good luck.

Michael Parker
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For the lads
by Alexander Bogaty and Eddie Najm

Wild Narcotics
Before you start reading this, I just want to point out that the rather adventitious subject matter of this
column was inspired out of spite for the guys who write the sports articles, who laughed at my claim to be
able to write an article about the relationship between animals and drugs in the natural world. Let’s prove
them wrong!
Firstly, the capuchin monkeys of South
America have become well known for their
communal activity of passing the millipede.
After discovering the healing powers of an
insect called O. Dorsovittatus, the adorable
primates have taken to rubbing the highly
poisonous bug all over their skin. They do
this because of the millipede’s high levels of
Benzoquinone, an insecticide more toxic than
any Raid your mum will pick up to fumigate
your house. Not only does the chemical
protect the monkeys from the Amazon’s
horrendous mosquito season, they also repel
botflies, insects notorious for planting an
infectious egg cyst under the ape’s skin. What’s
even more reassuring about the beauties of
God’s green earth is that the monkeys have to
get the millipede angry before it will excrete
the chemical. So it is not uncommon to see a
group of capuchins sitting in a circle, slapping
a millipede on the ground before rubbing it
on their skin and passing it to the monkey on
their right.
Our second user from the animal kingdom is
of the avian variety. A lot of birds have issues
with parasites; however, approximately two
hundred and fifty species of birds have taken
up what’s known as anting. This is where the
bird settles down on top of an anthill, letting
the bugs swarm all over them. The ants then
secrete chemicals such as formic acid (the
compound that makes ant bites sting) which
keeps away mites, pests and is even known
to soothe a bird’s skin during moulting. The
method of anting can even develop into an
addictive behaviour for some birds who
will spend all day lying on the ground being
covered in ants, sometimes even crushing
them into a smooth paste that can be rubbed
under the feathers. Birds such as magpies,
blue jays and crows are especially fond of the
anting process.
Just to throw in a bit of history to this
examination of fauna narcotic use, I would
like to bring attention to an experiment
the American Central Intelligence Agency

conducted in the late 1950s. While the effects
of LSD were still not fully understood, a
neurologist named John C. Lilly working at
the Communication Research Institute in the
Virgin Islands attempted to teach a dolphin
to speak English. It’s moments like this that
I am most proud to be an American. At this
time it was believed that children and other
animals learnt how to communicate through
close contact with their mothers. Lilly placed
a young dolphin named Peter in a house for
ten weeks with his research assistant Margaret
Howe. The two of them shared a small, partly
flooded apartment, where she encouraged his
more human-sounding noises. Eventually,
instead of learning to speak, Peter developed
affectionate feelings for his female companion,
which I had better leave for another time.
Despite the failure of the experiment, Lilly
still believed that, provided with enough time,
animals could learn to speak. He planned to
continue conducting the experiment for a year,
but eventually it was deemed too expensive.

In an effort to catalyse the dolphin’s learning,
he sought another way to have Peter and
Margaret talk to each other. He decided they
would drop acid together. Not surprisingly, the
government cut his funding. At least we know
that Margaret had ‘very good trips’.
This article had two main purposes. Firstly,
I wanted to show how several animals have
developed an understanding of how to harness
the resources around them to improve their
health and lifestyle. Secondly, I aimed to prove
to a certain pair of cynical sports journalists
on The Chronicle team that animal drug use
is a relevant subject in the modern age of
biological research. I believe I’ve proved my
point.
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Careers Corner

Bill Gates as a Macquarie
Uni grad … just think
	
  

	
  

And this passion starts from the top. Professor
S Bruce Dowton is the new Vice Chancellor at
Macquarie, after stints as Dean of the Faculty
of Medicine at UNSW and working with
major universities across the world, including
Harvard, in innovative education strategies.
Listening to Prof Dowton talk about his views
on and strategies for Macquarie helped CC,
and many other careers people in the audience
that day, realise that Macquarie is a perfect
alternative for students. Especially for the Bill
Gateses of GenY.

Bill Gates started his first – and only –
university degree at Harvard in 1974. As legend
goes, he dropped out after spending almost all
of his class time developing software that could
be easily used and installed, having done the
same thing at high school. As the story goes, he
eventually went on to start Microsoft and, well,
the rest is entrepreneurial history.
If you were like Careers Corner last week, you
probably watched the captivating interview of
Gates on ‘Q+A’. Undoubtedly, you were also
captured by Gates’ fairly laid-back yet assured
manner when dealing with the questions. And
his answer to one of the final questions of what
was his driving force and passion could have
been a cataclysmic moment, but it was rather
the opposite. His answer was that he prospered
from the support of his passions in software
from his teachers and parents, and guidance
counsellors, as it fed the self-confidence he
needed to continue his work. The final part of
his answer was that ‘feeding your passion may
take some time, but stick with it.’
CC took some notes on what Gates said during
the interview, and those notes finished with
‘not bad for a geek’ scribbled at the bottom
of the page. And it is so true, but how does
Macquarie University fit into this week’s
article?
It is simple. Careers Corner recently returned
to Macquarie for a careers people’s day, and
was mightily impressed by the progress of this
‘young university’. Last year, Macquarie was
ranked 16th of the world’s top 50 universities
under the age of 50. While this list may not
have Harvard-, Oxford- or Princeton-like
universities on it, what came out of the day at
Macquarie was the passion and drive that
Gates talked about is evident in the teaching
at Macquarie.
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Library corner

Wildwood
by Colin
Meloy

Dowton’s intention while at Macquarie is to
work with others and use the ‘etxraordinary
opportunity’ it has to become a truly Australian
university. He ‘aspires to have Macquarie
a thoroughly international and distinctly
Australian’ university as, he believes, ‘university
should develop a person’s imagination, ability
to work and service to others’.
What is distinctive about Macquarie these days
is the increase in the quality of its research, not
only in its keystone programs. New programs
to begin in 2014 are in Physiotherapy and
Business Analytics, with the first a post-grad
professional course designed to fill the gap in a
career that has been restricted by limited places
but in high demand. The second in Business
Analytics covers the gathering of economic and
business data and statistics, analysing it and
reproducing for other the range of consumers.
But the final new program, in Human Services,
is the most Gates-like program at Macquarie.
It is true that Gates revolutionised the personal
computer world but he has moved on to
become the most innovative entrepreneur.
But not in a boring business sense. His time
on ‘Q and A’ reinforced that Gates is key to the
growth of service to humanity and not just for
economic growth.
Macquarie’s new Human Services program
builds on the university’s policy of students
doing community work and internships as
part of their degree. As a generalist degree
with study across faculties, a graduate could go
into careers in either the practical or business
parts of health sciences, or the business side
of community services. This could be with
the state or federal health authorities, or with
Medicins sans Frontieres, or even working with
the Gates Foundation. What one would do with
such a degree is limited only by the graduate’s
passion and confidence.
Much like the geek from Microsoft.

Prue McKeel’s life is ordinary. At least
until her baby brother is abducted by a
murder of crows. And then things get
really weird.
On every map of Portland, Oregon, there
is a big splotch of green on the edge of
the city labelled ‘I.W.’ This stands for
‘Impassable Wilderness.’ No one’s ever
gone in—or at least returned to tell of it.
This is where the crows take her brother.
So begins an adventure that will take
Prue and her friend Curtis deep into
the Impassable Wilderness. There they
uncover a secret world in the midst
of violent upheaval, a world full of
warring creatures, peaceable mystics,
and powerful figures with the darkest
intentions. What begins as a rescue
mission becomes something much
bigger as the two friends find themselves
entwined in a struggle for the very
freedom of this wilderness.
A wilderness the locals call Wildwood.
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Silver lining
by James Broe and Jack Jahn

Music that moved
the world
Music is part of humanity. It has a power over us unsurpassed by film or theatre that gives us both pleasure
and pain. The following are four of music’s biggest names that we believe have moved society and will hold a
place in music and western society for a long time to come.
Ludwig van Beethoven
Before you skim-read this passage and move
on to the next artist, for the love of music give
Beethoven a chance. He’s that guy that you’ve
most likely heard of but never really actively
listened to before (barring those acquainted
with classical composers). He may be old,
but give him a break, the man more or less
single-handedly changed the pathway of music
from the Classical period to the Romantic era
with his symphonies. He is also known for
his investment in quality over quantity. In his
life, Beethoven only wrote nine symphonies,
compared to those prolific composers before
him such as Mozart (over 40) and Hayden
(over 100). Beethoven was known for the
care and craftsmanship his symphonies
demonstrated- each one an absolute
masterpiece. Mozart and Hayden, on the other
hand, composed many brilliant symphonies,
but were more influenced by the trend to
crank out as many as they could. Beethoven
challenged this trend, and influenced many
after him to do the same.
Psy
If you haven’t heard the song Gangnam Style
then just stop, put The Chronicle down, and
go look it up on YouTube. Psy is the South
Korean K-pop singing phenomenon who has
taken over the world in the past year with
his huge hit Gangnam Style and follow-up,
Gentlemen. And what is the reason a Korean
pop star became one of the most famous
figures in western society? YouTube. His
music video exploded on YouTube and now
has upwards of 1.5 billion views, and is its
most watched video of all time, crazy right?
Not only does every teenage superstar start on
YouTube, but many thirty-five-year-old South
Korean K-pop ones as well. Park Jae-sang’s
(Psy’s) popularity increased exponentially after
Gangnam style went viral in August 2012.

It then went on to pass Justin Bieber’s Baby in
late November and was soon the first video to
reach one billion views, and unlike Baby, it has
two million more likes than dislikes.
Justin Bieber
Did we just say Bieber? Yeah… I think we
did. But before you start an uproar, let us
justify our choice. We’re not saying that
Justin Bieber is one of the greatest musicians
of all time, but with roughly forty million
followers on Twitter, you can tell the kid has
made a huge impact on the music industry.
As do all teenage success stories these days,
Justin’s worldwide achievements started from
YouTube, an increasingly powerful medium
for musicians to broadcast their talents to an
extremely wide audience. From there ‘Bieber
fever’ became an epidemic. Pre-pubescent
teenage girls from all over the world started to
attract to him like magnets, screaming their
lungs out just to catch a glance of him, leaving
most other demographic groups repulsed. His
hits include: Baby, Boyfriend, One Time and
As Long As You Love Me. Baby, his first hugely
successful song has roughly 860 million views
on YouTube, with about two million more
dislikes than likes, a reflection of his narrow,
yet global, target demographic.
The Beatles
What would an ‘all-time greatest music’ list
be without The Beatles? From local Liverpool
success in the early sixties to world-wide
pandemonium in the next two decades, The
Beatles are the best-selling musical group of all
time, estimated to have sold over one billion
discs and tapes worldwide. Not only did they
write all their own music, but they managed to
make hit after hit through the changing times
that were the 60’s and 70’s. They first gained
popularity in the United Kingdom after their
single Love me Do, and afterwards, the hits
just kept rolling. ‘Beatlemania’ (like Bieber

The Beatles

Psy

fever) was the term coined for their immediate
stardom, and as their music developed with
greater sophistication and more meaningful
lyrics (unlike Bieber fever) they developed an
audience more diverse than any band or artist
before them. With albums such as Sgt Peppers
and Abbey Road, The Beatles truly changed
the music industry and if you’ve never
experienced ‘Beatlemania’, you’re not only
missing out on a huge part of music history,
but also a life-long love that will make you
change the way you see music forever.
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The 4-0 Extravaganza at the Chess!
By Henry Poole, Captain of Chess
Last Friday, the 31st of May, the Cranbrook
Chess team went up against a trifecta of
schools each hoping to gain the better over
Cranbrook. Unfortunately one managed
to succeed. The Juniors played Macquarie
Grammar and won 4-0, the Intermediates
played Ascham B and also won 4-0 whilst
the Seniors played Sydney Grammar A and
lost 4-0. Congratulations to the Juniors and
the Intermediates for their strong results and
commiserations to the Seniors, who despite
some hard fought matches came away with
nothing but experience.
On board 4 for the Juniors was Daniel
MacCulloch who won a swift victory over
his opponent displaying superior tactics and
winning material early which he maintained
throughout the game. Board 3 for the Juniors
was Mychal Bruell who successfully beat
his opponent after a tough game. Part way
through the game however, the situation
turned and it was Mychal who was in a better
position and with the emotional support
from the other members of the Juniors he
managed to come out victorious. On board 2
we saw Lucas Berger beat his opponent using
a carefully laid out plan, winning material
early which he used to gain control of the
board. Once he had taken his opponent’s rook
it was a simple victory. On Board 1 for the
Juniors was Jackson Rogers who won after his
opponent resigned. Jackson’s opponent was
not up to speed about the rules of competitive

chess, it would seem, particularly the touch
move and touch take rules which state that if
you touch a piece you have to move it and if
you take another piece then you cannot move
that piece somewhere else instead. Jackson’s
opponent did not know these rules and from
this lack of knowledge lost his queen and
other material, after which he lost. This is a
perfect example of why players, particularly
Juniors, need to know the rules.
Board 4 for the Intermediates was Chris
Randall who beat his opponent after winning
material early on, from there and the
simplifying of the game down to an endgame
stage Chris maintained his material advantage
and victory came quickly from there. On
board 3 for the Intermediates was Alexi
Pavlidis who won swiftly against his opponent,
utilizing pins and a strong fork move against
his opponent to gain material. Board 2 for
the Intermediates was Blair Chapman who
also was successful against his opponent.
Throughout the game Blair built up a material
advantage so that by the endgame Blair
had many more pawns than his opponent,
which he promoted until he checkmated his
opponent on the last rank. On Board 1 for the
Intermediates was Daniel Siu who had a tough
game against a significantly stronger opponent
than Ascham has fielded in the past. Daniel
was winning for a short time at the beginning
of the game but his opponent soon came back
strongly and Daniel was on the ropes. With
time ticking away Daniel focused on moving
quickly and luckily for him, his opponent

missed a move which most likely would have
cost Daniel the game. Whilst the battle raged
on, time whittled away until Daniel only had
one minute left on the clock, but he had not
noticed his opponent’s clock which had gone
over time, resulting in Daniel’s victory.
On Board 4 for the Seniors was Nathan Lee
who despite a valiant defence, lost. During
the game his opponent managed to secure
a single pawn advantage over Nathan, who
thought little of it until the endgame when it
proved to be his undoing. His opponent used
that advantage to gain a queen and Nathan
had no choice but to resign. On Board 3
Henry Poole unfortunately had a short match,
losing quickly against a strong opponent.
Henry’s opponent gained a significant material
advantage through unavoidable forks and
pins, which eroded Henry’s defence eventually
resulting in a loss. On Board 2 for the
Seniors was James Peters who lost to a tough
adversary. Initially the pressure appeared
to be upon his opponent as he took time to
play many of his moves, but after a mistake
by James costing him valuable material the
game went downhill until James’ eventual loss.
Ian Chen on Board 1 played an even match
against his opponent but after a crucial error
Ian left his defences open on the Kingside.
This also weakened his pawn structure and
left him open for attack to which he eventually
succumbed by his opponent.

Chessnut Week 6, Term 2, 2013

XABCDEFGHY Chessnut
8-+-+-tr-mk( Cselotai v Zala
7zp-+-+-zpl'
6-+-+-+-+&
5+-+Q+-sN-%
4-+-+-+P+$
3+-zP-zp-+-#
2P+q+-zPK+"
1+-+-+-+R!
xabcdefghy

Hungarian Team Championship 2007
Black has all sorts of dire threats on the f2 pawn but White remains
unperturbed. Find the winning combination for White.

Solution: White spots the vulnerability in Black’s position. The key
move is 1.Nf7 check. The Knight cannot be taken because of 2.Qd8.
If 1…Kg8 there follows 2.Nh6 double check Kh8 3.Qg8check! RxQ
4.Nf7 mate.
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Boarder Profile
By Ben Clarke
Beach or Mountains: Mountains, because
that’s where I’m from, but I do enjoy the
beach
Dogs or Cats: Dogs, my favourite is the
Border Collie
Your ideal dinner: the menu? Pumpkin
ravioli and chocolate mousse for dessert

In the first of a series of profiles about our
boarders, we spoke to Fionn Parker to gain
more of an insight into what Finn enjoys
at School as well as some other personality
revealing questions.
Name: Fionn Parker
House: Rawson
Home town/city: Bowral, a relatively large
country town in the Southern Highlands,
NSW. Part of the Wingecarribee shire.
Favourite subjects: I enjoy Maths and
English because they make you think and P.E
because it gives me a chance to get active.
Sports: Cricket and Rugby
Co-Curricular Activities: I have played the
flute for a year and enjoy it

Your ideal dinner party: 6 guests you would
invite and why? Ricky Ponting, Michael
Clarke, Alan Border, Don Bradman,Shane
Warne, Denis Lillee. I respect all these
people as they are incredible cricket players
and good men. It would be great having
them over and I would ask them cricketing
tips.

Name one Intelligent Behaviour and tell
us when you last used it: Questioning and
posing problems is important every day to
learn new things.
Without sounding like your grandparents,
what do you want to be when you become a
mature adult: A cricket player for Australia
What has been you most memorable ‘event’
at school so far?: Playing a game for the As
rugby. Although we lost, it was still a great
experience.

Who would you choose to play the live
music?: Macklemore and Ryan Lewis
Last book you read and you opinion on
it: I read Michael Grant’s book ‘Hunger’
the second in the Gone series. It was an
interesting page-turner with a fast plot that
kept me reading.
You have to spend a day with a famous
historical figure, who would it be and
why?: Don Bradman, because he is a cricket
legend born in my hometown and spending
a day with him would be both insightful and
enjoyable, I would love to get some tips off
him.

All Year 7 and Year 9 Students
Reminder for NSW
School Based Vaccination
Program
Monday June 17th 2013 the second round
of vaccines will be offered:
– Dose Two Hepatitis B vaccine for all Year
7 students.
– Varicella (Chicken pox) vaccine for all
Year 7 students who have not previously
received varicella vaccine or had
chickenpox disease.
– Diphtheria, Tetanus and Whooping cough
(dTpa) to all Year 7 students who may have
missed the first round due to illness.

– Dose Two Human Papillomavirus (HPV)
vaccine will be offered to Year 7 students
and to Year 9 students.
Original consent forms are held by the
immunisation team and are the consent for
the next vaccinations.
Should your son have missed the first round
of vaccinations for any reason and you have
not completed a consent form, please collect
the form from the health centre. If you have
already completed a consent form there is no
need to fill in another form.

If you have any questions about the program
please contact the school health centre on
Ph: 9327 2671 or the immunisation unit,
Public Health on Ph: 9382 8333.
Thank you
Health Centre Staff

Any students who have commenced either
HPV or Hepatits B vaccinations at the
Doctor must complete the course with the
Doctor.
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Jugiong Reception
By Elizabeth Pont, Director
of Foundation
Forty guests enjoyed the warm and generous
hospitality of David and Jo-Ann Strong at
their home in Jugiong in Southern New South
Wales on Saturday evening. It was the most
delightful gathering of current Cranbrook
boarding parents, Old Cranbrookians and
prospective families all eager to learn more
about boarding opportunities for their sons.
It was also a wonderful evening of celebration
as the area had its first rain for some months.
Welcoming open fires, gently falling rain,
magnificent local red wines all added to the
ambience of true country hospitality.
In his address to guests, the Headmaster
spoke of the warmth and grounding boarders
bring to the School, while assuring those
present that Cranbrook will remain a boarding
School with ideas being considered for the
refurbishment of both Street and Rawson
Boarding Houses.
Jo-Ann and David’s son, Edward, a third
generation Cranbrookian has been a boarder
at Cranbrook since Year 7 and will graduate
from Year 12 this year. His younger brother,
Alexander, will be joining Cranbrook

Clockwise from top left: Jo-Ann Strong with
The Headmaster; David and Cherie Benn and Pat
and Helen Alexander; David and Jo-Ann Strong

in a couple of years. Cranbrook is most
appreciative of Jo-Ann and David’s generous
commitment and contribution to the School,
in particular their involvement in uniting the
Cranbrook boarding community.

‘The Stones’
By Jack Jahn
Wednesday next week both student directed
plays, The Stones and Gizmo will premiere
in the War Memorial Hall for all the school
to feast their eyes on. The weeks leading up
to these performances have seen hours of
arduous work, commitment and privilege.
In particular The Stones cast has had the
opportunity to work with two great theatre
practitioners: Stefo Nantsou, who has written
over 50 plays and co-devised a further 65
productions, and Tom Lycos an actor, writer
and director who has been collaborating
with Stefo Nantsou for decades. Together,
these two artists founded Zeal Theatre,
which now compromises 44 original
productions and wrote, directed, and acted
in the original production of The Stones.

10

The Stones is a dramatisation of the true
story in which two boys (Shy Boy &
Yahoo) faced manslaughter charges after
killing a motorist while kicking rocks off
a freeway overpass. The play explores the
responsibilities of youths and whether they
can justifiably be jailed for their actions.
Developed with the assistance of Victorian
Police officers and detectives who were in
charge of the case, the play fictionalises the
characters and weaves in other true stories
from similar incidents around the world.
The organisation of the Drama department
to have both men help in the rehearsal
process allowed for new ideas to grow,
wider perspectives to be viewed and for
an exponentially greater performance to
develop. Instead of turning our performance
into one that mirrored theirs, they fostered

the concepts and values exhibited in our
own, letting them thrive. We’re sure that
we can speak on behalf of the whole cast of
The Stones when we thank both artists for
coming in and spending time with us.
The plays are to be performed in a doublebill on Wednesday and Thursday next week.
Tickets can be bought in the Library as of
today; we hope you can all make it!
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2013 da Vinci
Decathlon at Knox
Grammar School
On Tuesday and Wednesday
of week 5, Cranbrook sent 8
students from Year 7, 9 and 10 to
the da Vinci Decathlon at Knox
Grammar School.
The Decathlon is named after Leonardo da
Vinci, one of the world’s greatest thinkers
and scholars. The competition is designed
to celebrate the academic gifts of gifted and
talented Australian youth by providing a
stimulating and challenging competition run
in the spirit of an Olympic Decathlon. The
competition places a particular emphasis on
higher order thinking skills, problem solving
and creativity. Students work collaboratively in
teams, and are highly stimulated by competing
in tasks that encompass engineering,
mathematics, code breaking, games of
strategy, art and poetry, Science, English and
cartography.
All boys competed with genuine enthusiasm
and can be proud of their efforts against very
tough opposition. Of particular mention
was the year 10 team who received places in
both Cartography (map making) and Codebreaking.

Year 7 Competitors – Bradley Lin, Sam Lane, Josh Turner, George Head, Alex Buchen, Lachlan Swaney,
Marcus Harrington, Lyric Wang

Well done boys! Looking forward to doing it
all again in 2014!

Year 10 Competitors – Hal Crichton-Standish,
James Hull, Laurence Nettleton, Lewis Vincent
Hull, Alec Lesmond, Oliver Adler, Joseph Rossi,
Eamon Hugh

Students in action at the 2013 da Vinci Decathlon

Year 9 Competitors – Nick Rael, Liam Roozendaal,
Sam Feitelberg, Will Sheller, Matt Richards, Tom
Gojak, Ben Clarke, Alex Gall

11
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Year 8 Geography &
Science Excursion
Mt Keira Rainforest
Last Tuesday Year 8 students participated in
a cross curricular excursion to the Mt Keira
rainforest near Wollongong. Accompanied
by both science and geography teachers the
students were led by the team from AUSECO
and participated in a variety of activities such
as soil testing, vegetation identification and
map reading.
Term 2 has seen our geographers learn
about global environments with a focus
on rainforests. This excursion is a practical
extension of their study providing an
opportunity for the boys to experience
first-hand a rainforest environment. It also
links seamlessly to the science curriculum as
they are learning about scientific processes
occurring in the rainforest and challenges
faced by rainforests such as deforestation.
The students enjoyed the hands-on nature of
this excursion and it was great to be able to
have a day in nature’s classroom. Thanks to all
the teachers involved and to the boys for their
cooperation and enthusiasm.

Charlie Pizzey

Australian
Geography
Competition
Jack Kerry, Joe Pardey and Matt Millett

Jack Kerry, Joe Pardey, Matt Millett

This week we received
some wonderful results in
the Australian Geography
Competition, a nationwide
competition that was run in
Term 1.
All Year 8, 9 and 10 Geography students
participated in the competition which
takes the form of a written test assessing
their general geographical knowledge.
It is quite a challenging competition as
some of the questions assess the boys on
broader geographical concepts which go
beyond the scope of the syllabus.

Jack Frzop, James Gordon, Thomas Goodman, Hector Sinclair
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Overall the boys achieved some
outstanding results including 49 high
distinctions, 30 distinctions and 60
credits. Congratulations to all the junior
geography boys involved.
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Celebrating International
Archives Day, 9 June 2013
Archives as evidence of identity, rights, culture and history
Archives are evidence of a person’s or
a people’s identity, citizenship, rights,
entitlements, privileges, culture and history.
Significant archival concepts are those of
custody, stewardship, authenticity, impartiality
and universality. Archivists provide evidence
or substantiate a particular person or people,
we tell narratives, make connections and
linkages. In many places around the world,
people and especially children, have not been
well-served by record keeping, but should
have been. I’ll give you some examples.
UNICEF recently reported that as many as
50% of children on the African continent
are not officially registered, the state knows
nothing of their existence and is not making
provisions for them. These children do not
have an official identity or an official record
of their existence as a human being. At a
conference in 2012, representatives from 54
African states recognised that they could not
have a modern state without civil registration
of their citizens, including children.
Closer to home, work on the Bringing Them
Home Report of 1997 about the stolen
generation of indigenous children, was
strongly supported by programs initiated
by archivists from the National Archives of
Australia and State Archives. These programs
have been ongoing to assist indigenous
Australian to trace their own identity and
their families.

both public and private organisations which
held records relating to the Commission’s
ambit.
A recent example of the effect of the
destruction of a society’s archives is that of
the destruction of priceless manuscripts in
Timbuktu, a city in the West African nation
of Mali on the southern edge of the Sahara
Desert which is a UN heritage site. MNLA
rebels and fanatics took the city, later leaving
it after destroying Tuareg buildings containing
thousands of priceless Greek manuscripts
and ancient Muslim manuscripts dating from
the 15th century. The city lost much of its
scholarship, culture and identity by these acts
of vandalism. Timbuktu was an ancient city
of learning from the 6th century onwards.
Despite dangers, many local Muslim families
managed to smuggle out ancient texts or
to hide them. The British Library has since
assisted with a digitisation project for the
remaining manuscripts and archives.
These examples illustrate the universal
importance of not only proper recordkeeping,
but also of providing resources to ensure that
Archives are retained for individuals and
society as evidence of their rights, culture and
history.

Why is he dressed this way?

Janet Howse
Archivist
References:

In late 2012, the Australian Society of
Archivists (the professional body for
archivists) made a submission to the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to
Child Abuse. The submission emphasised
the role and importance of records in
investigation and how records are central
to the issues of identity, reconciliation and
understanding by victims. Amongst other
recommendations, the Society urged the
Commission to impose an immediate
prohibition on the destruction of records of

http://leadership.ng/nga/articles/34141/2012/09/04/no_
records_existence_about_50_african_children_unicef.html

Whose signature is this?

Who is this, what is he doing and where is he?

http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/fact-sheets/fs175.aspx
http://www.archivists.org.au/icms_docs/142647_ASA_
Submission.pdf
http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-05-26/
world/39544939_1_ahmed-baba-institute-timbuktumanuscripts

What is this building?

http://www.abc.net.au/foreign/content/2013/s3743687.htm

What are these boys doing?
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INTERNATIONAL
ARCHIVES
DAY
9 June 2013

More information on www.ica.org
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The Drama Department is pleased to present
a Junior production double bill

STONES&
GIZMOS
The Stones by Tom Lycos & Stefo Nantsou
Directed by Jack Jahn

Gizmo by Alan Ayckbourn
Directed by Tim Ng & Jeremy Richmond

War Memorial Hall
Wednesday 12 & Thursday 13 June – 6.30pm
Bookings – 9327 9558
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Chronicle Freelancers
– a call for submissions

We are looking for students of all years
who would like to contribute articles to the
Chronicle. We will be running two studentonly editions this Term.
Send your submissions at any time to
rduke@cranbrook.nsw.edu.au
-	Articles should be in Word format and no
longer than 500 words
-	Attach a jpeg image to your email
(don’t insert it in the article)
- Give your article a headline
-	Articles may be serious or humorous and
may be written in a range of journalistic
styles (eg features, reviews, opinion
columns etc)
We don’t guarantee to publish every article
submitted, but thoughtful, engaging, witty,
well-researched and carefully drafted
articles are likely to make it to the top of the
selection pile.
Ms Duke

CRANBROOK SNOWSPORTS
Compete for Cranbrook in
Snowsports! Regional Competition
is third week of Winter holidays
9th-13th July.
If you’re interested see Mr Abelson
for a form. All forms must be
completed and returned by
the end of May.
Mr Abelson
16

AUDITIONS FOR
THE BOY FRIEND
Cranbrook will be performing The Boy Friend
with girls from Ascham, Kambala, Kincoppal
and SCEGGS Darlinghurst. Auditions will take
place on Sunday, 16 June from 9:30 a.m. in the
War Memorial Hall.
Auditions are open to all students
– not just to students of Music and Drama
– in Years 9, 10 and 11.
Full details about the auditions, rehearsals and
performances are available on the co-curricular
Drama page of the portal. Students should read these
pages carefully and learn the auditions song before
attending the auditions.
Please note: If students would like to audition they
must see Mr Wickham to indicate which of the two
audition sessions they will be attending: 9:30 a.m.
– 12:30 p.m. or 1:15 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. Because many
students are expected to be auditioning for this
production, it may not be possible to audition on 16
June without having registered your name with Mr
Wickham beforehand

Day and temporary boarding
Families are reminded that Day and
Temporary Boarding opportunities are
available by application.
Day Boarding involves your son reporting to one of
our Boarding Houses by 3.30pm or straight after sports
training, on the appointed days.
He can shower and change in the Boarding House, have
dinner with the Boarders and do his homework under
the supervision of our resident Boarding staff.
He can then be collected at 8.00 or 8.30pm.
Temporary Boarding is available depending upon bed
vacancy and is where your son becomes a Boarder for
a short period of time. Temporary Boarding is only
available by the week.
Application forms for both of these forms of Boarding
are available on the Parent Portal.
For further information, please contact our Director of
Admissions, Mr Michael Atkins,
enrol@cranbrook.nsw.edu.au
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CRANBROOK MUSIC DEPARTMENT
SHOWCASE CONCERT 2013

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

MONDAY 17TH JUNE, 6:30PM
Junior School Gymnasium

	
  
	
  
	
  

For the first time, Junior and Senior School musical talent from
Years 3-12 combine to present an event rich in variety, including:

MUSIC
•DISCONTINUATION
Year 9 and the Big Band performing an arrangement of ‘Skyfall’
•LETTERS
Year 10 performing ‘L’Morpheus’, an opera-rock fusion

• The Notables and Furber Choir joining the Senior School Choir
and the Cranbrook Orchestra for two stunning pieces

•Students
Year 4 performing
composition
written
by one of
wishingantooriginal
discontinue
music
lessons
their classmates

must submit a parent/guardian’s letter requesting
this to the Music Department no later than

Tuesday, 11 June 2013.

Please address letters to The Director of Music or
the Music Secretary. If notification is not received
by this time, it will be assumed lessons are to
continue and fees will be charged for Term 3 2013.
Email: pburke@cranbrook.nsw.edu.au

Maths Clinic 2013
Room F3.5
	
  

	
  
	
  

MORNING

7.30 - 8.00am	
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TUESDAY	
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LUNCHTIME

Last ½ hour of
lunchtime

AFTERNOON

3.30 - 4.00pm
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RABS
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For the first time, Junior and Senior School
musical talent from Years 3-12 combine to
present an event rich in variety, including:
– Th
 e Notables and Furber Choir joining the Senior
School Choir and the Cranbrook Orchestra for
two stunning pieces
–Y
 ear 9 and the Big Band performing an
arrangement of ‘Skyfall’
–Y
 ear 10 performing ‘L’Morpheus’, an opera-rock
fusion
–Y
 ear 4 performing an original composition
written by one of their classmates
– Th
 e Senior School Stage Band joining forces with
Junior School instrumental students to perform a
Queen medley
It promises to be a spectacular evening –
so see you there!

Cranbrook
Recording Studio
Production Opportunity
Have you ever wanted to be involved in
a full scale recording production with
cutting edge professional artists?
Over the coming weeks, the music department
will be producing two tracks to be released at the
Music Showcase later in the term. Two students’
original compositions have been chosen for this
opportunity where all proceeds will go to charity.
We are calling for expressions of interest from
students who would like to be involved in the
recording process as either production assistants,
engineers or simply as spectators. Please register
your interest with Ms. Burke in the music
department. The recordings sessions
will mostly take place
	
  
after school and on the
weekends.

Rock on!
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Focus
by Ben Grossberg and Max McGrath

Photo of the Week
Vivid by Turner Hancock

Harry King cleaning up the school

18

Andrew Crone’s body of work
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Do you have an awesome photo?
Send a jpg to Ben at focus.chronicle@gmail.com
Colour versions of these photographs appear
in the Chronicle on Cranbrook’s website.

It may be featured in Focus in the next issue.

Billy Loveder at art studio day

Nathan Finch fundraising for Cranbrook’s trip to Nepal

Michael Ieong

Edward Clarke’s body of work
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
As part of our Indigenous Scholars Program our
Indigenous students participate in a range of
activities hosted by AIME - Australian Indigenous
Mentoring Experience.
Last year, parents assisted in driving the students to
weekly sessions in Ultimo. This year we are calling
for volunteers to donate their time for only four
dates throughout the year.
The boys will be attending four full-day sessions at
the University of Sydney and we need parents to
assist in drop off OR pick up on these days.
The sessions commence at 9am and finish
at 3pm and will be held on the following
Wednesdays: June 12, July 31, August 28,
October 30.
We will need at least two vehicles for each
driving leg.
If you are able to help out on either a drop off or
pick on any of these dates please email me your
preferred date and leg.
Thank you for your support.
Tresna Karras
tkarras@bigpond.net.au

Wanted – volunteers for
examinations
Do you feel competent reading and writing English?
Are you a reasonably legible writer? Are you
sometimes available during the school day?
If so, we would love to hear from you as we are always
keen to have more people on our program of exam
volunteers. We need people who would be prepared
to act as a reader and/or a writer for a student.
Other parent volunteers comment that this is a great
opportunity to experience the content and conditions
of examinations that your son will be undertaking in
his school years.
If you are interested, please contact Fiona Bain,
Coordinator of Academic Support on fbain@
cranbrook.nsw.edu.au or on 9327 9435.
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WINTER HOLIDAY
SKI CAMP

Operated By ‘On Course Tours’
Sunday 7th July – Friday 12th
July 2013
Cost per student: $1365
Includes:
• 5 nights accommodation at the Station
Resort Jindabyne with 5 breakfasts & 5
dinners
• 5 & 1/2 day lift tickets at Perisher Blue
Resort. We plan to ski on the afternoon
of Sunday 7th July.
• 5 x 2 hour lessons each morning (skiing
or snowboarding). All abilities catered
for.
• 5 & 1/2 day ski hire including a helmet
(snowboards available – add $50)
• Supervised skiing and boarding each
afternoon across the entire Perisher Blue
Resort by members of Cranbrook’s PE
staff and On Course Tours staff
Departing 6.30am Sunday 7th July
(Victoria Road gates) and returning at
approximately 11pm Friday 12th July 2013.
Please see Mr Slavin in the PE office for a
booking form.
If you have any further queries please do
not hesitate to contact us.
Mr. P. Slavin – 9327 9465
Mr A. Slavin – 9327 9501
Mrs. Debbie Dawe at On Course Tours –
9986 2400
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WHERE: YORK THEATRE, SEYMOUR CENTRE
WHERE:
YORK THEATRE, SEYMOUR CENTRE
WHEN:
THURSDAY 13, FRIDAY 14, SATURDAY 15 JUNE, AT 7.30PM
WHEN:
THURSDAY 13, FRIDAY 14, SATURDAY 15 JUNE, AT 7.30PM
BOOKINGS:
SCEGGS GENERAL OFFICE: 9332 1133 OR SEYMOUR CENTRE: 9351 7940
BOOKINGS: SCEGGS GENERALWWW.SEYMOURCENTRE.COM
OFFICE: 9332 1133 OR SEYMOUR CENTRE: 9351 7940
BOOKINGS FEES MAY APPLY
WWW.SEYMOURCENTRE.COM BOOKINGS FEES MAY APPLY

ADULTS:
$30 CONCESSIONS:
$25
ADULTS: $30
CONCESSIONS:
$25

The Cranbrook boys in the production are James Pettaras (Yr9 Chelmsford),
Antony Robinson (Yr12 Harvey), Jack Sutherland (Yr9 Northcott), Nicholas
Langsworth (Yr8 Strickland) and myself Lachie Pringle (Yr10 Perkins)
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TAKE YOUR TENNIS
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Join Cranbrook’s winter tennis camp – designed
and run by former Top 10 international player
and new Cranbrook Tennis Coordinator, Nicole
Arendt 0400 948 250.

VISUAL ARTS

Competitions & Events
All open to Years 7-12

Robin Anderson Film
Awards for 2013

Entries close 13 September

V-Fest Studio Video Festival

Entries close 3 September

For details see the Visual Arts staff or noticeboard!
Come and work on your entries after School in Open
Studio or Photography Club.

Food for Thought – Year 10
If you like reading, eating and socialising then sign up to
join the Year 10 Kambala girls in an afternoon of delicious
food, lively discussion about books and socialising.
On Friday 6th September, Cranbrook boys and Kambala
girls are meeting to discuss the following books:
The Fault in Our Stars – John Green
Erebos – Ursula Poznanski
The Bridge – Jane Higgins
Everybody Sees the Ants – A.S. King
Exposure – Mal Peet
Divergent – Veronica Roth
You do not have to read every book to participate but you
will enjoy the discussion more if you have read most of
them. Afternoon tea will be provided.
If you are interested or you want more information please
see Ms Roberts, Ms Crawley or Ms Brooks in the library.
22

When: Monday 8th – Friday 12th July 2013
(inclusive) 9.00am – 1.00pm
Where: Dangar Tennis Courts
Why: High-energy tennis training to get you
ready to finish the tennis season with a bang
For: Years 7-12, bring your own snacks
(no nut products)
Includes:
• New drills
• Stroke development
• Footwork
• Point situations and shot selection
• And TONS of match-play
Cost: $200.00 (Monday – Friday inclusive)
Register Deadline: Thursday, 20 June
THIS WILL BE THE BEST START
TO TERM 3 TENNIS!
(Rain or shine meet at the Dangar Tennis
Courts, tennis activities will be provided)
Please return or email this slip signed with
payment option to Nicole Arendt (nicolearendt@bigpond.com), Mr Davis or at the
camp.
Print Name: __________________________
Yr: __________ House: __________________
will be attending the Tennis Camp. Please find
attached cheque or please charge my account
$200.00. Circle option.
Signed by parent/guardian:

________________________________
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CRANBROOK SCHOOL FOOTBALL (SOCCER) YEARS K to 10
JUNE/JULY SCHOOL HOLIDAY CAMP 2013
Dates:
Times:
Venue:
Cost:

th

WEEK 1- Monday 24 June to Thursday 27th June 2013
th
WEEK 2- Monday 1st July to Thursday 4 July 2013
9am to 12pm
Dangar Fields (Drop off point at Ashton Pavilion)
$150 for 4 days or $50 per day

To confirm your place, please fill out the registration form and email to elvisdemarchi@bigpond.com by no later than
st
Friday 21 June 2013.
A text message will be sent upon receipt of your Registration form and another text message to confirm that the Camps
will go ahead. (A minimum of 10 players is needed for the Camp to commence)
Payments can be made by cheque to World Keepers Web or cash and handed to Elvis DeMarchi (Cranbrook School
Football Coaching Coordinator) on first day of camp or email for further information regarding Direct Funds Transfer.
HOLIDAY CAMPS 2013 REGISTRATION FORM
STUDENTS NAME
DATE OF BIRTH
SCHOOL YEAR/CLASS
CONTACT NUMBERS/EMAIL
HOME
BUSINESS
MOBILE
EMAIL
PRIMARY CONTACT PERSON
RELATIONSHIP TO STUDENT
CONTACT NUMBER
SECONDARY CONTACT PERSON
RELATIONSHIP TO STUDENT
CONTACT NUMBER
DATES ATTENDING
PRE-EXISTING
MEDICAL CONDITIONS OR ALLERGIES
MEDICARE NO.
(In case of emergency)
CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION
If in the event of a camp/day being cancelled due to inclement weather, the player will not be charged for the
camp/day.
2. If the weather is inclement players must attend the designated venue each day & have their name marked off. The
Head of Sport/school’s ground staff’s decision on ground suitability will be final.
3. The camps will consist of 1 coach for every 12 players.
4. World Keepers Web if specifically requested will issue a Tax Invoice.
5. Cranbrook School participants are fully covered under Cranbrook School’s personal accident and public liability
insurance scheme.
6. All participants are required to wear training shirt, shorts, socks, shin pads, rain jacket, tracksuit and soccer boots
to all sessions. Joggers/trainers (preferably with clear/white sole) are required should it be necessary to attend an
indoor facility.
7. Players are to bring a water bottle and light snacks for breaks.
8. No participant will take the place of any registered player at a camp for any reason without the full knowledge and
consent of the School and appropriate forms being completed for insurance purposes and fees being paid.
9. Please note that any property left behind at the camp will be forwarded on to the school.
10. A minimum of 10 players will allow a camp to go ahead.
1.
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Would you
like to host
a Japanese
student?
Wanted: Host families
Who: Nanzan School, Japan

’

When: Wed 24th July until
Fri 9th August
(Term 3 Wk 2-4)
We need generous
Cranbrook families to
host NANZAN boys for
16 nights. You will receive
$35 per night in return for
accommodation and meals.
SELC- the English language
school which organises
the program will also be
offering a scholarship to one
participating Cranbrook boy
to Nanzan School January
2014.
It would be greatly
appreciated if you can
help us. If you have any
queries or would like to
obtain an application form
please contact Ms Shore
or Ms Jin in the Languages
Department on 9327 9524.
Through the CFC
each Cranbrook
student receives a 10%
discount on the clinic
fees (normally $225)
by mentioning they
attend the School on
registration.
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Kambala, in association with Cranbrook School, presents

by Finegan Kruckemeyer

A

play for young pe opl e

abou t the things we
Alexander Hall

l ove.

Thursday 30 May 6.30pm
Friday 31 May at 6.30pm
Sunday 2 June at 3.30pm

Tickets
Opening Night $20 Adults and $15 Students (includes supper)
All other performances $15 Adults and $10 Students

Tickets - www.trybooking.com/45401
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School Under
15 Boys’
Foil Fencing
Championships
Kim Gallagher, Year 10, Wakehurst

On Saturday 1st June I represented Cranbrook
in the School Under 15 Boys’ Foil Fencing
Championships. I fenced five other boys
and won four of the five bouts. In the direct
elimination I won two bouts to finish in the
top 16 (out of 68 competitors). This means I
will be fencing in the finals next week.
I had a really great time and there was great
sportsmanship displayed amongst all who I
fenced. Here’s hoping for some enjoyable bouts
in the finals next weekend.

AFL

Cranbrook Cross Country

Round 5 AFL Independent
Schools Competition

Saturday 1 June

Game 2: Waverley College vs
Cranbrook School (7/8)

Winter had come and with it came
Cranbrook’s Cross Country team. This
outstanding beginning to the season saw
many of the boys selected for CAS to
compete at the CIS competition further
down the track. Our U14s squad was led
stirringly by Drew Fryer, coming a hard
fought 11th. The team had many other
admirable results including, Ben Brennan’s
solid 26th. Oska Purcell, Flynn Eder and
William Pembroke overcame the gruelling
course with inspirational passion and
determination to bring the team home.

In the only Year 7/8 game at the venue,
Waverley took on Cranbrook in a hardfought contest that saw a number of
players shine.
Cranbrook’s improvement continued
as Lewis Carmody, Gabriel BeechJones, Koby Shapiro, Nick Jewell-Tait,
Joshua Turner and Hugo Barry put in
exceptional efforts for their side; while
Luca Bell should also be mentioned after
an accurate goal-kicking performance.
Stand out performers for Waverley
included Matthew Miller, Tom Sharpe,
Jonny Pawle, Tom Hourne, Miles Glover
& Baxter Olysk with goals also coming
off the boots of Nickolas Blakey, James
Cambell, Jamie Merzc.

Liam Apter, Captain of Cross Country

This week saw the return of Kurt Fryer to
the U16s category, his bold statement at the
beginning of the race proved that he was the
supreme runner of the age group. Mr Simic’s
comment as he crossed the line was; ‘You’ll
need binoculars to see 2nd place’. Following
Kurt was Michael Turner who cracked the
top 20 places coming in at a terrific 16th and
then Matthew Richards at 48th.
To finish up the carnival, the U18s displayed
magnificent strength, coming first amongst
the CAS schools. The team was led by Liam
Apter, coming in at 8th doggedly followed
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by Panayiotis Panaretos who came in at
12th. The team position was successfully
held in first by Charlie Donald at 33rd and
Clayton McBride at 60th. Special mentions
must go to Budo Miller, whose debut run
was filled with much passion and drive
earning him 115th.
Congratulations to the following boys for
qualifying for CIS next week:
–– Drew Fryer
–– Benjamin Brennan
–– Kurt Fryer
–– Michael Turner
–– Panayiotis Panaretos
–– Charlie Donald
–– Clayton McBride
–– Liam Apter
–– Morgan Williams
To the boys that I did not mention,
congratulation must also go to you for your
continued persistence in the races and to the
coaches: Mr. Simic and the Slavin Brothers
for their endless support in pushing us each
week.
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Football
Football Report v Knox
Grammar School
1st June 2013
Team 1sts
Score 0-2
Scorers none
After a solid week of preparation, the
boys travelled to Knox knowing that they
would face tough opposition, but remained
determined to achieve a result. Cranbrook
started the game in high spirits, dominating
early passages of the game; however, a quick
counter-attack along the wing from Knox had
Cranbrook on the back foot within the first
10 minutes, 1-0. Fortunately, the boys did not
succumb to their prior failings, and displayed
great courage in not allowing the game to slip
away by further dominating midfield play,
thanks to sleek work by Marcus Naoum and
Deen Khan. Following the half-time break, the
boys displayed their hunger and desire to win
which had been missing in previous weeks,
and came out from the sheds with an urge to
attain the three points. Cranbrook peppered
the Knox goal-line with shots from the left,
right and centre, going agonisingly close on
several occasions, but despite the brilliant linkup play within the team, the goals never came.
In the final minutes, Knox closed out the game
with a well-taken free kick, leaving Cranbrook
with a 2-0 loss that was not a true reflection of
the game. After a much needed break, the boys
will be looking to achieve a better score line in
the coming game against Barker.

Ben Robinson

goal but I think Knox were shocked with the
performance that we threw at them this half.
We came out stronger in the second half
especially when Charlie Henderson scored a
stunning goal from a near impossible angle.
Once we were 1-0 up, we started to become
clumsy with our passing and started to give
the ball away in unnecessary areas. A major
turn in events ended up with them scored an
equaliser in the last five minutes, repeating the
incident of last week. Huge disappointment
from the boys as we learnt from last week,
not to give away free kicks at that time in the
match and in that area outside of the box.
Not long after, right back, George Tsioutsias
copped a swing to the back of the head.

Eddie Najm

Fortunately, the ref has eyes at the back of
his head and had no doubt to give the striker
a straight red card. With only a couple of
minutes to go, Alex Fraser scooped up an
overhead through-ball to Terry Tang who
unfortunately hit it high and beyond the goal.
The game was finished at a 1-1 draw.
Without doubt, this is one of our best games
we have ever played this season and we hope
to carry on like this. A special mention to
centre back, Liam Fitz-Gerald who had a
fantastic game, forcing Knox out of our half

Team 2nds
Score 1-1 draw
Scorer	Charlie Henderson
Another fine morning at Knox Grammar
greeted the Cranbrook 2nd XI. Our
competition, have had solid wins, putting
them at the top of the table. None the less,
the confident and unbeaten Cranbrook side
walked onto the pitch.
Alex Fraser led the boys out onto the pitch
with red tape on our right sleeve supporting
Multiple Sclerosis for our courageous
manager, Ms Melinda McCallum. We were
also without our remarkable coach, Mr
Anthony Bray who is out for a few weeks and
is the reason why we are such a strong side. All
we could do is play our game and go 100% for
him. And so we did. The first half was goalless
but the possession stats were surely on our
side. Neither side created any real chances on

Marcus Naoum & Ben Robinson
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Teams: 6TH XI Opens Soccer
Score: 	Lost 1 - 3
Goal scorer: Benjamin
Macarthur-Onslow
A determined Cranbrook unit braved the
early morning and wintery conditions to
take on Knox up north. The game was very
evenly matched throughout the first half.
The opposition scored first as has become
customary this season, and the Cranbrook
boys needed a hero. BEN MACARTHURONSLOW! He buried an equalizer before
half-time to give the boys a sniff. Well done
Ben on his first ever goal for Cranbrook!
The second half again proved to be a tight
contest; however Knox managed to overrun
the Cranbrook boys with a comfortable 2 goal
victory. A win is surely just around the corner
for this much improved team!

Team:		 10As
Score:		Lost 7-3
Goal Scorers:	Luca Reeve,
Theo Burns, Simon Rouse
Protecting the goal Soccer 1sts

and made many successful runs from goal
to goal showing his resilience in the 2nd XI.
Another unbeaten week for the boys putting
us with one win and four draws. Next week is
long weekend which will give us plenty of time
to prepare for our home game against Barker
on the 15th.

Team
3rd XI
Score
4-0 Loss
Goal scorers none
The 3rds faced a tough opponent in Knox but
were hindered further by poor teamwork and
lapses in judgement. Much of the first half,
Cranbrook were just not holding position
or marking their opponent. This resulted in
an embarrassing 2-0 score within 5 minutes.
However, in the second half they showed
glimpses of their true mettle when, with only
ten men on the field, they rallied and managed
to hold Knox scoreless for the remainder of
the game. If the 3rds can regularly play with
such dedication for a full 50 minute game,
they will see more wins chalked up on the
board.

Team
4th XI
Score
3-0 Loss
Goal scorers none
The 4ths began their match awkwardly with
late arrivals causing the remainder of the
team to play out of position. Regardless, the
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team withstood a determined Knox attack
early on. A Ryan Huang and Max McGrath
combination gave Cranbrook one of their
few opportunities but they were thwarted
by a strong defence. Some silly physical play
led to a number of penalties awarded to
Knox, the last of which resulted in a goal.
Despite numerous attempts from Stephen
Christodoulou and Barnaby Anson-Walsh
to equalise, it was not to be. The team is to
be commended for their resilience and their
efforts deserve to be rewarded in the second
half of the season.

Teams: 5TH XI Opens Soccer
Score: 	Lost 0 - 0
Goal scorer: 	N/A
It was an unbelievable match against Knox,
a school who has developed an unbreakable
reputation in football. Cranbrook’s 5th
XI started mighty strong holding major
possession throughout the match, running the
Knox boys off their feet. Marcus Wong worked
the ball through defence, showing no signs
of weakness even after his injury and Millan
Thompson danced through the midfield
passing the ball to the striker, Matthew
Williams who scored the only and winning
goal for the game. A well-deserved win to the
players who have truly come together as a
team.

Coming into the game, Cranbrook’s 10As
were hoping to take on Knox Grammar with
no fear, as we had nothing to lose. In the first
half we did exactly as we were told, and we
scored the first goal from a beautiful pass by
Simon Rouse, allowing me to run and slot the
ball into the bottom left corner. Cranbrook’s
confidence was sky-high and we were
controlling the game but unfortunately for the
boys, Knox scored a goal and a few minutes
later a penalty. Near the end of the half I
received a pass from Alec Lesmond and I was
able to find Theo on the run, who made a great
shot into the bottom right corner.
In the second half, things only got worse as
Knox scored three quick goals in the space
of five minutes. The 5th goal was clearly
offside but the ref did not seem to notice. We
managed to score another goal from Alec’s
corner which was finished by a header from
Simon. Knox then racked up two more goals
in a short space of time. The second of the two
was a penalty which resulted in a red card to
our star central defenceman, Joe Rossi, who
had slid in and caught the legs of the striker
who had broken free.

Team: 10B
Score:	Lost 1-0
Goal scorers: none
The 10Bs had a hard game on the weekend and
were unlucky to have conceded a goal in the
second half of a corner by Knox. The end score
of the Game 1-0 Knox’s way and even though
we lost there were some great performances by
some of the Cranbrook players such as Kiko
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Nunn-Cooper, Callum Murray as goal keeper
and Alexi Pavlidis.

Team:		 9A
Score:		Lost 4-0
Goal scorers: none
The 9As were outplayed by a very strong Knox
outfit. The visitors came ready to play and they
put on a physical contest that was peppered
with smooth passing and great ball control.
Cranbrook was competitive in the 1st half,
but 2 goals seemed to take the wind out of
our sails. Possession and field position were
stacked against us in the 2nd half and Knox
slotted home two more, despite the best efforts
of Marco Ferretti in goal.

Team:		 9B
Score:		Lost 1-6
Goal scorers:	Oliver Bloomer
(penalty)
Knox brought its A game to Dangar on
Saturday and the 9Bs found it difficult
to match their opposition. We were very
competitive in the 1st half, enjoying solid
possession and putting together some great
passing. Unfortunately, 2 quick goals took
the punch out of our attack and we found
ourselves on the back foot. Cranbrook could
do little to stem the flow of goals in the 2nd
half as Knox enjoyed the majority of the
possession. A late penalty saw Oliver Bloomer
score his first goal of the season as he calmly
slotted the ball past the keeper.

Team:		 8A
Score:		 4-2 Loss
Goal scorers: Asha Phillips and
Ted Ottaviano
Knox took an early lead but Cranbrook came
back and scored two before the end of the half.
If Cranbrook’s shooting had been as good as
their attacking play the score would have been
10-1.
In the second half Cranbrook came out
confident and relaxed and paid the price.
Knox scores two by the midpoint of the half
and another by the end. Cranbrook’s work rate
fell away badly after the break and they were
punished.

Team: 8B
Score: 3-2 Loss
Goal scorers: Alex MorrisMikardo and Leopold BalazIssa
From the start Cranbrook had the measure
of Knox and put away two fine goals in the
first seven minutes. Knox pulled one back in
the 20th minute and then took advantage of
a Cranbrook player re-tying his bootlace to
equalise by the end of the half.
Cranbrook came out fighting in the second
half and pinned Knox against their goalmouth
until the 23rd minute when a surprise break
by Knox caught them unprepared and Knox
took the lead.
Some lessons to be learned here.

Team: 8C
Score: 3-0 Loss
Goal scorers: none
A much improved performance this week
showing confidence and commitment. All
members of the team worked hard to contain
Knox and almost succeeded. There is much yet
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to do but we are now on the road to success.
The team’s confidence has grown and their
first win cannot be far off.
Notable players were Christian Saunders, Sam
Rich, Finnegan McGrath and Jean-Claude
Zust in goal.

Team: 8D
Score: 2-0 Loss
Goal scorers: none
Coach Jacob Svilicich’s hard work has really
started to make a change. From the kick off,
Cranbrook had the measure of Knox. They
worked and challenged but Knox managed
a lucky goal just before half-time. In the
second half, a break from Knox and an error
in defence let in the second just after the
second half kick-off. Cranbrook held Knox in
their half for the bulk of the remainder of the
half with a number of shots at goal but was
unable to capitalise. Alex Floyd, Will Cahill,
and Lewis Hutcheon were all notable players.
What a change from last week, confidence has
had a boost.

7A
The 7As were beaten soundly by an impressive
Knox team but continue to improve both with
and without the ball. Oliver Will was absent at
the back but William Ferster stepped in and
did a wonderful job. Our control through the
middle looked crisp at times, so much so that
Knox were often made to run circles while the
midfielder seemed to toy with them. Simone,
the coach, is looking forward to the next half
of the season saying, and I quote, ‘This team is
twice, maybe four times as good as they were
at the beginning, I feel sorry for the teams
thinking they will have it easy against us.’
Intimidating words but ones I am sure the As
boys are ready to prove true.

7B
The 7Bs were outclassed by an elegant and
aggressive Knox team. The game started well
enough after Joseph Fanuli stepped up to take
a free kick from just inside their half. A superb
ball to the middle glanced off a Knox player
and the Keeper could not stop it from being
the first goal of the match. Unfortunately Knox
hit back and hit back hard. They continually
broke down our right hand side and delivered
precise crosses that were finished brilliantly off
the head of their striker. While our chances of
winning slowly headed towards zero the boys
never dropped their heads. Even in the final
few minutes we moved the ball deftly through
the middle to create another chance to score.
What the 7Bs showed in that game is strength
of character that cannot be taught but is
essential for a side if they are to succeed. Some
hard training is what is needed ahead of the
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much anticipated rematch between Cranbrook
and Barker. Both the spectators and I look
forward to seeing what promises to be a tight
tussle.

Rugby
Rugby Reports v Knox
Grammar School
13A lost 5-41
The 13s journeyed up the Pacific Highway to
face another tough opposition from Knox. The
boys from the north dominated both in size
and on the pitch and were not slowed down
by the change of venue part way through the
game. There were flashes of brilliance from
Cranbrook, one of which culminated in a try
by Boston Savvas. As always the boys came
back stronger in the second half and showed
great grit, not giving up until the final whistle.

13B lost 7-34
The Bs started the game well against Knox but
were cowed by the other team’s size, strength
and accurate kicking. However, as the game
wore on, they became more self-assured
and provided several great breaks from
Isaac Antico and Luca Ekins which inspired
confidence in the team. As in previous weeks,
their second half was far superior to the first
and they were unlucky to only cross the line
once during this period, with Isaac being
the deserving scorer and Matthew Haviland
slotting it over successfully.

13Cs lost 27-5
The Cs were challenged over the weekend with
nine changes up to the Bs but a determined
attack by the newly-formed team showed great
promise. Ben Ritchie scored a well-deserved
try after several good runs and an outstanding
tackle on the biggest player on the field. That
same player for Knox added 20 points in
the first half but was neutralised by a strong
defence in the second half.

13D forfeit
13Ds comprised a smaller team playing
against a mixed group from Knox in a
shortened version of the game. The Cranbrook
players gave a good showing, but Knox had
many reserves (and kindly gave players to
Cranbrook). The spirit of friendly competition
and making the best of a beautiful morning
meant the game was enjoyed by all.

14A lost 7-14
Another great first half by the 14As against
an undefeated Knox team who were put on

the back foot by a determined Cranbrook
team for most of the game. Both the forwards
and backs put in a great team effort and we
were leading 7-nil at half time. Standouts
were Oscar Lim-Strachan who scored our
only try and gave 100% until an unlucky kick
to the head ended his game in the second
half. Finnbar Stenmark played an excellent
kicking game and Tom Lamens provided great
receptions and showed gutsy determination.
Rob Nettle also unfortunately injured his
shoulder in the second half. Cranbrook faced
a very determined Knox in the second half
and held them off for most of the game until a
short lapse allowed two Knox tries in. This was
another gutsy game from all the boys on the
team. Man of the Match was awarded to Oscar
Lim Strachan.

14B lost 12-36
We resolved to make a better start against
Knox than we had last week. Despite this
they scored two early tries before we rallied.
When we passed the ball around we looked
threatening but too often we resorted to
running into their forwards rather than use
our support. Our defence was a bit slow to
get off the line and so didn’t put Knox under
pressure. As the game went on our chase of
the kick off improved and we passed the ball
more. This slowed Knox’s scoring, however
they got two more tries at the end of the first
half. Richard Goodman was strong in the
rucks and Alex Antonelli used his speed to
good effect in defence.
In the second half good hands and hard
running saw Peter Milios leading from the
front, scoring two tries. Alex converted got
one conversion. Alby and James Schiller
looked dangerous with the ball in hand and
we must work on getting the ball to them
more often. James Janakoulis and Aaron made
some strong runs and should gain confidence
from this. With a week off we need to work
hard on chasing the kick off, scrums, ball
security, tackling and passing the ball quickly
to support players. We also need to be more
aware of opportunities and react quickly
when they arise. This was certainly a big
improvement from last year’s game against
Knox.

14C lost
The 14Cs struggled against a well-coached
and well-drilled Knox team. Commitment
and defence were issues, yet it was the tackling
of the waves of attackers that caused the real
problem for the Cranbrook team. With round
6 approaching against Barker College on the
15th June, the Cranbrook boys need to work
hard on their tackling and defensive patterns
to avoid another hard day at the office.
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15A lost 0-29
The 15As played a disappointing game against
a well-oiled Knox side. Our attack lacked its
usual flair and poor line speed on occasions
meant that we were unable to breach Knox’s
solid defences. The boys’ tackling was also not
up to standard, with Knox scoring several tries
that were not acceptable at the As level. The
boys will need to train harder and be more
focused if they wish to return to winning
form.

15B won 24-17
(Caine Smith two tries, Matteo Mangioni,
Andrew Malpass tries, Ruben Iacono two
conversions).
The 15Bs had their best game to date against
an equally prepared Knox squad. The boys
defence was particularly impressive this week,
denying Knox points and causing them to
make mistakes out of frustration. Caine Smith,
Matteo Mangioni and Andrew Malpass were
the standout players, with Caine’s intercept try
the most entertaining play of the round.

Zac Oliver

15C lost 0-27
We had our chances and had some promising
moments. However, our tackling let us down
and we only played with intensity and belief
sporadically. We need to be more consistent
and dig a little deeper for the full 50 minutes
of the game in the second round.

15D lost 0-60
The game was a mismatch but nonetheless, it
was disappointing the team were not prepared
to tackle, allowing Knox to run easily through
us. The lads need to really consider what
they have signed up for as rugby is a physical
contact game, and we need to see greater
commitment if we are to improve in the
second round.

16A won 16-13
Round 5 of the CAS competition brought
on another hard fought victory against a
very sizeable Knox outfit. Cranbrook started
well utilising the ball effectively with some
great organisation around the ruck by Roy
Harrison, who had an outstanding game,
to seek opportunity in the Knox defensive
line. A solid platform in defence was set and
enforced by Max Riley who had a sensational
defensive game however there were minor
lapses in concentration by Cranbrook which
lead to Knox’s only try which came from
an intercept. The Cranbrook boys did show
great composure late in the second half to
score a well-deserved try to put them up
16-13. Whilst it was an extremely tough and
courageous performance from the Cranbrook
boys, there were problems with defence at

Oscar Peterson

times and this will need to be eradicated
from their game if they are to win the CAS
premiership.

16B lost 7- 15
The team knew that this week would
provide one of the first major challenges
to their unbeaten streak. Playing at 8am at
Knox is never easy, but there could be only
one response - be early and be prepared.
Cranbrook was neither of these things, with
disjointed preparation and not enough focus
during the game. Despite Knox scoring an
early soft try, Cranbrook bounced back with
an easy try of their own provided by Felix
Studdy. From here on the game see-sawed as

missed tackles and dropped ball spoiled our
momentum. Another soft try to Knox and the
coaches’ box was up in arms. The second half
saw some better passages of play. Penalties
will generally favour the home team, and we
dropped our heads when decisions did not
go our way. From here the game coughed and
spluttered toward the final whistle. Strong
games from Connor O’Carrigan, James Hajjar
and Harry White contrasted fairly poor
performances from the majority of others.
Whilst it was a disappointing result, it was also
a much needed wake up call.
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Mitch Hewitt 2nd XV v Knox

James Shipway 2nd XV v Knox

16C won 36-7

6ths v Knox 7ths W 51 – 17

16Cs faced their toughest assignment of the
season facing a physical Knox team. Aware
of the importance of the match, Cranbrook
was supported by a large and vocal group of
family and friends who had made the trip up
to Knox. Knox were first to score, making the
most of an early Cranbrook turn over and
a strong run resulted in Cranbrook being
down 7-0. Having had a couple of easier
wins in previous weeks, this was a wake-up
call to the boys and they returned to halfway determined to get on the score sheet
themselves. The remainder of the first half was
closely contested with Cranbrook making it
hard for themselves with a number of penalty
infringements at the ruck, but with good field
position, Isaiah playing outside-centre crossed
the line after a strong run. At the break the
score was 7-5 to Knox. Growing in confidence
after the break, Cranbrook maintained
possession of the ball and quick hands to
Oliver Crowe on the wing sent Cranbrook to
the lead for the first time in the game after he
finished well in the corner. Mischa Tanne and
Max Mahoney playing in the front row both
bashed their way over the try line from close
range to keep the score board ticking over. In
the end the Cranbrook bench and supporters
were treated to a fine display of attacking skill
from the boys with Gareth Maples scoring
after a no look pass from Haunui Seaman and
Henry Finlayson scoring on full time. The end
score was 36-7 to Cranbrook, an impressive
win.

It is not often that the Cranbrook 6ths crack
the half century on the rugby field, especially
after a disrupted week of training. Thanks
must go to the boys who rallied to the cause
at the last moment such as Lachlan Maples at
five-eighth, who marshalled the backline with
aplomb but what was really pleasing was the
way the regular 6ths players lifted their game,
especially the forwards such as Callum Durkin
(four tries), Tom Home (out of his sick bed to
score one) and Will Magney (great defence).
It was a highlight and a measure of the team’s
enthusiasm that the unbelievable happened
and Leo Chung (totally at sea at flanker) was
able to dive across to score on the end of a
great drive by the team. Well done.
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Alex Pelosi 2nd XV v Knox

5ths v Knox 6ths D 19 – 19
Unfortunately, in a game they should, and
could, have won the 5ths let the opposition
escape with a draw. Unlike last week when the
forwards dominated, this week the backs were
in form, defending strongly and attacking with
flair, leading to two classic backline tries to
Hugo Dubler and Nick Corah. If both backs
and forwards can perform together on the day,
this Cranbrook team will surprise a few sides
in the second round.

4th XV Lost 5-33
Down by 12 points at half time we were
expecting, as is now the norm in the 4th
XV, a big second half to level things up.

Nelson 1st XV
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Unfortunately this never arrived. We lost
Jordan Ruby, Michael Coppola and Alex Sheen
to injury and never really found our rhythm.
Will Bailey, Oscar Whatmore and Ben Storey
all played well, with Oscar breaking the line on
five occasions! Our weakness lay in not being
able to back up these line breaks with points.
I thank the Queen for a weekend off so our
injured troops can recover.

3rd XV Lost 48-7
We were punished this week by a well drilled
team. The Knox team were fantastic in defence
which made it very difficult for us to get any
go forward in attack. We had to change tactics
and Casey Writer’s kicks over the defensive
line were highlights of our attack. Mackenzie
Baran and Robert Booth made a lot of tackles
and ran themselves ragged in both defence
and attack.

2nd XV lost 6-15
Cranbrook’s 1st and 2nd 15s experienced
similar outcomes on the weekend in their
matches against Knox, at Knox. The 2nd 15
opened with physicality from the kick-off,
resulting in Cranbrook gaining momentum
and possession. A penalty was quickly earned,
slotted by James Shipway to put Cranbrook up
3-0. The game continued with strong defence
and basic attack, neither team revealing any
signs of weakness. It wasn’t until the end of

the first half that Cranbrook’s defence finally
cracked as a Knox forward went over the line
off a ruck on the five meter line.
The second half played out similarly to the
first, with a quick penalty earning Cranbrook
another three points. Knox returned fire
with a push towards the opposite twenty two
metre line, forcing desperate defence from
Cranbrook. A line break was made through
the likes of the Knox half-back, who was
only just cut down short of the try line by
Max Radoczy. The clock slowly ticked away
and frustration rose due to unforced errors,
keeping the 2nd 15 from gaining a significant
amount of points. Knox scored once more,
bringing the game to an end at 6-15 to Knox.

1st XV lost 9-15
Nerves and excitement were high as the 1st
15 ran out wearing their red away jerseys.
Knox kicked off and the ball went out on the
full. Cranbrook seized the opportunity with a
series of penalties, eventually resulting in three
points on the score board. Knox was quick to
strike back, levelling the score board again at
3-3. Big hits were exchanged and Cranbrook
saw a considerable improvement in last week’s
lineouts, their two jumping pods proving a
menace to the opposition. Knox’s defence
and attack seemed to quiver, confronted by
the quick and aggressive ball running from
the forward pack, led by Tully Borkowski and

Julian Horton Patch. This was made evident
through Knox’s increasing amount of drop
balls and unforced errors. Cranbrook was
soon to get up by three points through the
likes of half-back Anthony McDougall. In the
final minutes of the first half with the score at
6-3, Knox hit back with an unconverted try by
the left upright.
The second half commenced with increasing
intensity as the more dedicated of the ‘Brook
Pen’ sat shaking in the rain, observing the
passion and dedication from both sides.
Cranbrook increased their score again by three
points, however small errors and frustration
from the side seemed to overwhelm any
considerable gains on the score board. The
effort and dedication was there as Cranbrook
desperately hung on with a narrow advantage;
however, Knox scored in the final, nail-biting
minutes of the game. It was another close
and disappointing defeat, the score settling at
15-9. Both the 1st and 2nd 15s look forward to
their greatly anticipated games in two weeks
against Barker, cherishing the opportunity
to rejuvenate and apply ice over the Queen’s
birthday.

1st XV v Knox Line Up
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Tennis
Round 5 vs. Knox
1sts & 2nds
Another great performance was on display by
all the Cranbrook tennis players. Although
the firsts lost on total sets, many games came
down to the wire, with Knox just scraping
through. However, in the seconds the scores
went our way, winning five sets to three.
In the firsts Anthony Shumsky and Hugo
Martyr stole the show, performing brilliantly
in both singles and doubles. In the doubles
they had pushed their opponents to a
tiebreaker in the first set, losing 4-7, before
losing another very tight set 5-7. Anthony
is improving every week, getting closer to
a win. It was unfortunate to see him push
to a tiebreaker, before losing it 5-7. On the
other hand, Hugo Martyr was able to win
his close match, 7-5 through persistency
and consistency. In the seconds there were
more close games in the doubles and singles.
Jonathan Gafen won his singles in another 7-5
victory. Unfortunately Alex Lowe and Jack
Mowbray were unable to come out on top
of their close doubles match, losing 4-6, 5-7.
However, Julian Henry and Jack Mowbray
were both able to win by considerable margins
in their singles games. The scores were 6-1 and
6-2 respectively.
Overall it was an amazing weekend for
Cranbrook’s firsts and seconds. Although
some close matches didn’t go our way, many
did and although we suffered an overall loss,
every boy played well above expectations.

Nathan Chalik Y11C

3rds and 4ths
The teams that win CAS always have great
depth and Knox proved that on Saturday.
The 3rds dug deep and through dogged
determination walked away with a narrow
victory 27-26. Matt Fitzsimons and Max Busch
won their singles 6-2 and 7-6 respectively.
Max had no breaks against his opposition
remaining focused to take the tiebreak 7-4.
Pierce Carlson combined well with Max in
the doubles winning 6-3. Time restrictions
prevented Pierce from finishing his singles
3-3.
The 4ths enjoyed a wider winning margin
with a final game score tally 33-19. Like
Max Busch, Luke Ditchfield did us proud,
victorious in his tiebreak 7-2. Ian Chen, Sam
Adler and James Milford powered up some
big wins 6-1, 6-3 and 6-2. With Luke and
Ian’s resounding doubles victory 6-1, the
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4ths remain undefeated and the silverware is
looking promising!

outstandingly well to demolish his opponent
6-0.

Matthew Fitzsimons Y12N

Cranbrook 9B tennis team unfortunately
could not fill a team with Year 9 boys, yet
thanks to Josh Rees, Max Xia, Jasper Overall
and our tennis coaching coordinator, Nicole
Arendt, Cranbrook played a friendly match
against Knox’s 9B. The Knox’s manager was
happy to know the boys would get a game.
Max and Josh played at the #1 doubles
position and played with good sportsmanship
and Cranbrook spirit. After the singles Josh
said he believes his game has improved in just
five weeks, and Max’s enthusiasm shined as
he played an extra match so all the Knox boys
were given a singles match. Jasper played with
former world #3 doubles professional Nicole
and put together some good point play to get a
win for the team.

10A/B
We began our tennis with apprehension as
Knox had always been a dominant player in
the interschool competition, and by the time
we came away this proved to be true once
again. Despite this, the team put in a great
effort with Matt Chard cleaning away his
opponent at 6-2 in the As and Darren Choi
and James Lovibond winning their doubles
match 7-5 in a close and intense game. We
also saw C’s player Jack Rex playing as B4 in
the spot of our usual member Reg Wintle.
Irrespective of this, we as a team eagerly look
forward to our next match against Knox with
high hopes of a victory after seeing them play.

10C
Last weekend the 10C tennis team played
another credible match. This week we played
Knox at Dangar. Seeing as both the Knox C2
and C4 arrived very late, our match started
with singles. Christopher Cunio played a tight
game against a very strong server, however
Chris continued to work on his consistency
and unluckily went down 6-0. Ben Yang
traded blows with an opponent of very similar
consistency but unfortunately the Knox
player had the edge and took the game 7-5.
Laurence Nettleton played a match against a
very consistent opponent and was outplayed
and lost 6-1. Lachlan Bi played a very exciting
match but unluckily went down 6-1.
Christopher Cunio and Laurence Nettleton
played a good doubles match against a
superior opposition but there were a few
exciting rallies. They lost 6-0. New pairing
Ben Yang and Lachlan Bi were very consistent
but their opponents outlasted them and they
lost 6-3. Over the coming two weeks, the
10Cs need to work on their consistency and
tactics in order to have a better chance against
stronger opponents like Knox.

9A/B
After the long drive out to Knox for round 5,
Cranbrook was ready for some tough matches.
We all fought hard to come out with a win,
4 sets to 2 and 32 games to 24. First doubles
pair, Alex Gall and Eddie Lewis, played very
well using their teamwork to win 6-3. Braden
Liu and Daniel Siu also played very well and
won 6-4. Alex was up against a flamboyant
opposition, but kept his concentration to
out-skill him 6-4. Eddie had an extremely
close match for the second week in a row,
but unluckily went down in the tie-breaker
6-8. Braden was against a powerful hitter and
unfortunately went down 2-6. Daniel played

All players left having learned something from
the matches played.

Eddie Lewis Y9D

8A/B
A tough Knox team faced the Cranbrook As
and Bs. In the As, Ricky Gonzalez and I were
facing a talented Knox doubles squad. Ricky
had some superb serves as the opponent
struggled with his big serve. He set up easy
points for me to finish and we both clicked
into gear with an amazing win 6-2. Daniel
Walters and Fergus Martin had a tough match
with some hard hitting opponents. This was a
tight loss 2-6.
In the singles I struggled when I faced a
superb player unfortunately not the greatest
match 0-6. Ricky Gonzalez however played
with all he had and had some amazing rallies
with a confident win 6-2. Daniel played
another amazing match in singles again
winning 6-1. This was another step closer to
his undefeated goal. Fergus played in a super
tight match but just unable to get there in the
end but one of the closest matches yet 6-7.
Now onto the Bs squad, Sam Folden and Sasch
Mayo, played another super tight match but
again unable to win 6-7. Louis Shapiro and
Thomas Goodman played a dominant game
winning in a 6-2 performance. Sam played a
strong Knox opponent with a tough loss, the
score 2-6. Sasch played terrific closing out his
match in a tight 6-3 win. Louis played against
another tough opponent going down 1-6. But,
Thomas Goodman came to play and he did
with a smashing and terrific win smashing
every point and his consistence allowed him
to win 6-0.
It was a great win for Cranbrook!

Tex Smouha-Ho Y8W
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8C
The 8Cs had a tough day in singles and
doubles with Knox taking out the matches.
David Loewy fought gallantly with many long
rallies and games – in fact one game took over
20 minutes. In the end he was defeated 6-4.

7A/B
Fifth round of winter tennis was played at
Knox on a challenging slippery hard-court
surface, especially at the shady end. 7As
played a strong and tough match winning 3
sets each, but narrowly going down by a single
29-30 game count. In the first match the first
doubles pair, Jay Gerrish and Graham Heller,
were down 1-3 before coming back strongly
winning next 5 games straight to beat Knox’s
A1 and A2 for an outstanding 6-3 result.
Maxwell Liu A3 and James Drielsma A4
played Knox’s second pair who were both
disciplined and consistent. Maxwell and
James were down 2-5, fought back to square
5 all, but were outplayed in a 5-7 finish. Jay
kicked off the singles and both outplayed and
overpowered this opponent with his high
heavy topspin shots for a solid 6-4 win. In the
second singles, Graham also played strongly
and fortunately didn’t allow an unnecessarily
long and messy line dispute by his opponents
distract him from outplaying their A2 for
a well-deserved 6-4 win. Next up, Maxwell
served well and had a closely contested match
with every game going to deuce, but Maxwell
wasn’t as successful on the big points and lost
3-6. In the A4 singles, James’ topspin forehand
worked well, but found it hard-going against
a very consistent opponent who forced errors
in James’ game, ending up in a hard fought
3-6 loss. The Bs also had a tough day against
Knox, going down love-6 in sets and 13-38
in games. Kicking off the day, first doubles
pair Emeil Aroney B1 and Max Kanuk B2
manoeuvred the ball well, but found it hard
going against consistent opponents and went
down 0-6. Next up, Lucas Berger and Jackson
Rogers, played good points but unfortunately
were outplayed by Knox’s B3 and B4 for a
1-6 loss. First up in singles was Emeil, who
fought hard, but unfortunately was outplayed
by a strong and consistent opponent for a 0-6
loss. Next up was Max, who fought another
very hard and close game with his amazing
forehand, pushed the game to 5 all, but
unluckily lost 5-7. For the second week, Lucas
came away with the strongest Bs result. Lucas
played strongly against their B3, pushed his
opponent to 6 all with his outstanding serves
and narrowly went down in 6-7 tie-breaker.
Finishing off the B’s singles, Jackson played
some great forehands and backhands, but
unfortunately was outplayed 1-6 by Knox’s
more consistent B4.

Team
name

Sets
for

Sets
against

Games f
or

Games
against

Comments
win/loss

1STS

1

7

26

50

Loss

2NDS

5

3

43

30

Win

3RDS

3.5

2.5

27

26

Win

4THS

5

1

33

19

Win

10As

2

4

30

32

Loss

10Bs

1

5

18

35

Loss

10Cs

0

6

10

37

Loss

9As

4

2

32

24

Win

9Bs

Friendly match-loss

8As

3

3

26

24

Win

8Bs

3

3

27

24

Win

8Cs

0

6

13

30

Loss

7As

3

3

29

30

Loss

7Bs

0

6

13

38

Loss

7Cs

3

3

26

26

Draw

7Ds

1

5

11

34

Loss

7C/D
The 7C and 7D tennis teams played against
Knox this weekend. After the doubles
Cranbrook knew they were in for a challenge.
7C #1 doubles pair Dylan Arya and Thomas
Lorang played a thrilling match that came
down to the wire in a tie-break winning 7-6
(8). At 7C #2 doubles Tristan Lien and Zach
Serafim did not come up with a win on the
day, but learnt from the experience. In the
singles our No 1 and 2 both had impressive
wins, with Dylan Arya winning 6-1 and
Thomas Lorang winning 6-0.
7D doubles had a tough outing, both teams
falling on the day. In the singles the number
1 player Lyric Wang pulled off the win for the
team, 6-4.

Thomas Lorang Y7WD

Maxwell Liu, Captain Y7H
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From the stands
by Dugald Holloway and Tom Mahony

Just add Twitter
In the early hours of 17th May last month,
Australian cricketer David Warner was in
India, supposedly fast asleep in his hotel room.
Playing in the Indian Premier League (IPL)
for the Delhi Daredevils on a multi-million
dollar contract, he was not at the peak of his
game following a horrid tour of India with
Australia and now a poor IPL stint, in which
his team won only three out of sixteen games.
Down under, sports journalist Robert ‘Crash’
Craddock had just published an article for The
Daily Telegraph outlining the corruption in the
IPL, using a photo of Warner to headline the
article. Alerted by some friends in Australia,
who had read the piece, Warner saw how he
was implicated in the corruption and quickly
became an angry little man on the back of a
shocking few months of cricket, mounting
uncertainty about his place in the Australian
side, and possibly a late night on the drink.
Just add Twitter.
Warner went on an expletive-laden Twitter
rant, so outrageous that people began to
question if the posts were in fact from Warner.
$5,750 later, David Warner is a very apologetic
man, although he feels his point remains valid.
Irrespective of the validity of his argument,
the unfiltered way he expressed himself to
his almost 190,000 followers has since left his
reputation in tatters and chances of leadership
opportunities within the Australian cricket
team seriously diminished.
Greek triple-jumper Voula Papachristou made
history July 25th, 2012 as the first Olympian
to ever be banned for a tweet. She tweeted: ‘So
many Africans in Greece at Least West Nile
Mosquitoes Will Eat Homemade Food.’ The
shockingly unsavoury comment is by no means
the only offensive tweet made by a high-profile
athlete. An athlete always claims to have no
racist, sexist or homophobic intent, however, for
one reason or another prudence escapes him or
her at that critical moment. Thus, the troubling
aspect of these situations, keeping in mind

Adam Goodes

that programs are in place (from the junior to
senior elite sporting set-ups) to educate athletes
about the dangers of social media, is that all a
prospective scandal needs is a mix of the right
ingredients.

@malcolmconn are you
still talking you old fart, no
wonder know one buys your
paper. — David Warner
(@davidwarner31)
May 17, 2013

At a professional sporting level, an athlete is
under immense pressures, one of these being
the pressure to be well-liked by the public.
Athletes are encouraged to use social media
sites like Twitter that allow the public to follow
their accounts and view information about
their favourite stars. This puts athletes in a
position of power and responsibility, under
which he or she can falter or thrive.

Two Saturdays ago, Sydney Swans footballer,
Adam Goodes, was called an ape in the fourth
quarter of Sydney’s Indigenous Round game
against Collingwood by a thirteen-year old girl.
Such a slur was saddening to hear, especially
since it would be easy to assume that this
generation of children should be the most
innocent and most educated in issues regarding
racism. Goodes expressed his sadness at the
incident in the media the following morning
and got on Twitter. He tweeted: ‘Just received
a phone call from a young girl apologizing
for her actions. Let’s support her please
#racismitstopswithme #IndigenousRound.’
Goodes was praised for his positive use of social
media to guide the public’s opinion of the girl
and to show his firm stance on racism.
Athletes are therefore in a precarious
profession, where seemingly unimportant
factors like a Twitter page can either be harmful
or generate praise and positively influence
public opinion. Increasingly important are
athletes’ roles outside the sporting field, which
makes the task of becoming a truly successful
sportsman or woman even more challenging.
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